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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

The Southern BC Cougar Project is a 

collaborative project between the University 

of British Columbia (Okanagan) and BC’s 

Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource 

Operations and Rural Development to study 

cougar population dynamics and ecology in 

southern BC. We are collaring cougars and 

monitoring their movements, survival, and 

behaviour in 3 study areas: the West 

Okanagan, the Boundary, and the Kootenays 

(Figure 1). 

 

This project aims to improve monitoring of 

cougars and inform cougar management, 

and to build upon the Southern Interior Mule 

Deer Project to better understand the 

interactions between cougars and mule 

deer. Specifically, the 4 objectives of this 

project are to examine: 
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1. Baseline population dynamics for 

cougars. 

 

2. Habitat selection and movement of 

cougars. 

 

3. Kill-site selection and diet of cougars, 

and predation risk to mule deer. 

 

4. Scavenging communities at cougar 

kills. 



COLLARING 

To date, we have fit GPS collars on 26 

cougars (20 females and 6 males): 14 in the 

West Okanagan, 2 in the Boundary, and 10 in 

the Kootenays (Figure 1). We have also 

replaced the collars of 5 of those animals. 

We have lost 4 animals: 1 collar fell off 

prematurely and 3 animals have died. All 

mortalities were males and linked to human 

causes: hunter harvest, livestock conflict, 

and suspected poisoning. We will continue 

replacing the collar batteries to monitor the 

same animals for as long as possible. We will 

also collar new animals in the Boundary next 

winter to increase the sample size in that 

study area. 

 

KITTEN MONITORING 

We ear tag young kittens to monitor 

reproductive rates, kitten survival, and 

dispersal. We have tagged 2 litters (C10’s 2 

kittens in the Boundary and C12’s 3 kittens in 

the Kootenays) and are tagging C31’s new 

litter in the Kootenays this spring. Both 

litters tagged last year are still with their 

mother and we expect them to disperse 

soon. We also expect to tag more litters this 

summer in all study areas. 



CLUSTER INVESTIGATIONS 

We are investigating clusters of GPS 

telemetry locations to identify cougar kills 

and collect prey and habitat information 

from those kills. Some clusters are not 

associated with predation and are bed sites 

or den sites. To date, we have investigated 

594 clusters, 380 of which were cougar kills. 

On average, cougars have been killing about 

1 ungulate per week and the proportion of 

prey species has varied between study areas 

(Figure 2). We will examine hair samples 

from kills classified as unknown deer to 

identify whether they are mule deer or 

white-tailed deer, and we will continue to 

investigate clusters through the summer. 

CONNECTIONS WITH THE SOUTHERN 

INTERIOR MULE DEER PROJECT 

This project is closely linked to the objectives 

of the Southern Interior Mule Deer Project to 

understand the drivers of mule deer 

mortality. This connection was highlighted 

this past summer when a collared mule deer 

was killed by a collared cougar. Mule deer 

O19007 was collared in January 2019 near 

Twin Lakes and after 2 seasonal migrations 

to the Princeton-Summerland Road corridor 

was killed on her summer range by cougar C5 

in July 2020 (Figure 3A). Another example of 

research synergy is that collared cougars are 

being detected by the Southern Interior 

Mule Deer Project’s remote camera grid 



(Figure 3B). The camera grid will be used to 

estimate relative abundance of predator and 

prey species within each study area and 

based on the proportion of collared and 

uncollared cougars that are detected we 

might even be able to estimate cougar 

density.  
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